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Abstract
We report onwide-field optically detectedmagnetic resonance imaging of nitrogen-vacancy centers
(NVs) in type IIa polycrystalline diamond. These studies reveal a heterogeneous crystalline
environment that produces a varied density ofNV centers, including preferential orientationwithin
some individual crystal grains, but preserves long spin coherence times. Using the nativeNVs as
nanoscale sensors, we introduce a three-dimensional strain imaging techniquewith high sensitivity
( 10 5< - Hz–1/2) and diffraction-limited resolution across a widefield of view.

1. Introduction

Recent years have seen rapid advances in the development of quantummemories and sensors based on solid-
state spin systems. At the forefront of these spin systems is the nitrogen vacancy center in diamond (NV), which
has an electron spin triplet ground state with exceptionally long coherence time even at room temperature [1].
Measuring these spins by optically detectedmagnetic resonance (ODMR) has enabled high performance sensing
of electromagnetic fields [2, 3], temperature [4] and pressure [5]. The highest-sensitivity experiments have used
single-crystal diamond grown through chemical vapor deposition.However, such samples remain expensive
and small (on the scale ofmillimeters), which limits the adoption and scaling ofNV sensing techniques.
Polycrystalline diamond (PCD) presents an attractive alternative as it can be grown on thewafer scale and at
lower cost, with the potential for long spin coherence times [6, 7]. However, amajor concernwith PCDhas been
that the diverse crystal structure, including grain boundaries and varied growth regimes, could lead to
inconsistent and poorNVproperties. In this work, we employwide-fieldODMR spectroscopy [8–11] to
characterize the properties of hundreds of individually resolvedNVs across afield of view of 300> μm2 and to
use those centers as high-resolution nanoscale sensors of local crystal strain. These studies reveal thatNVs in
PCDare naturally preferentially aligned in some crystal grains, have spatially varying concentration, can be
strongly strained near grain boundaries, and exhibit consistently long spin coherence times. Using theseNVs, we
introduce amethod forwide-field strain imaging.We produce detailed, three-dimensional strainmaps of PCD
structure with diffraction-limited resolution and sensitivity below 10−5 Hz–1/2, outperforming traditional
optical strainmeasurement techniques such as Raman imaging [12]. These studies show the application ofNVs
for high-resolution strain imaging, and demonstrate the viability and potential advantages of PCD for quantum
sensing and information processing.

TheNV is an electronic spin-1 system consisting of a substitutional nitrogen atom adjacent to a vacancy in
the diamond lattice [13]. The ground-state spin can be coherentlymanipulated bymicrowave fields, as well as
initialized and detected through optical illumination because the m 1s =  sublevels are dark states that emit
reduced fluorescence. The ground stateHamiltonian describing the system is:
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whereDgs=2.87 GHz is the spin–spin interaction energy, d Egs s= +· ( ) is the energy of interactionwith
external electric (E) and strain (s)fields, B is themagnetic field at the location of theNV, dgs is theNV electric
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dipolemoment, g the electron g-factor, and bm the Bohrmagneton. Strain or electric fields along the z

direction

defined by theNV axis (figure 1(a)) correspond to shifts in lattice spacing that preserve theNV’s trigonal
symmetry and affect both m 1s =  spin levels equally, while the levels are split in the presence of non-axial

strains ( ,x y  ) that break this symmetry. For low transversemagnetic fields B B B Dx y
2 2

gs= +^  , the
ground state transition frequencies are

D g B , 2z zgs
2

b
2  w m= +  + ^ ( ) ( )

where x y
2 2  = +^ is the perpendicular effective electric field. This expression indicates two limiting

regimes corresponding to the dominance of theBz or ̂ terms In the high-field regime, Bz ̂ , theNV
resonance frequency is not sensitive to changes in ̂ infirst order. A largemagnetic biasfield therefore allows
probing ofNVorientation based onmagnetic field projection along theNV axis. In the low-field regime,
Bz ̂ , theNV is sensitive to changes in ̂ but not B. Operating in this regime by eliminating the bias
magnetic field enables probing of local strain throughmeasurement of both z and ̂ . The change in energy per
unit strain  s( ) is anisotropic and has beenmeasured in separate cantilever-based experiments [14, 15] as well
as under isotropic pressure [5]. For this work, we assume a shift of 20.6 GHz =^ and 9.38 GHzz = derived
from themean of the reported values.

2.Wide-fieldODMR

Toprobe the properties ofNVs in PCD,we performedwide-fieldODMRmeasurements using a custom-built
fluorescencemicroscope (figure 1(a)). Optical illumination is provided by a 532 nmgreen lasermodulated by a
double-pass acousto-opticmodulator, and resultingNVfluorescence is spectrally filtered (650 nm long-pass)
and collected on an electron-multiplying CCDcamera. Spinmanipulation is accomplished by applying
microwaves through a 15μmcopperwire placed nearby to the area of interest, while the externalmagnetic field
is controlled by three orthogonal current-controlled electromagnets in addition to a permanent rare-earth
magnet. Themeasurements were performed at room temperature without external stabilization or control.

We investigated a type-IIa PCDprovided by Element6, grownby chemical vapor depositionwith a nitrogen
concentration<50 ppb.We first imaged the sample influorescence. Individual crystal grains vary in size from
10–1000 μm2 in area, and are easily identified influorescence imaging by their boundaries (figures 1(c) and (d)).
These grain boundaries fluoresce brightly across the visible band, likely due to a high density of optically active
lattice traps and amorphous carbon [7], and indicate the transition between two growth regimes. Individual NV
centers within individual PCDgrains are visible under 100 xmagnification (figures 1(b) and (c)). The
measurements show anNVdensity that varies significantly within and between grains, from roughly∼0.1

Figure 1. (a)Experimental concept. The PCD sample is illuminatedwith 532 nm light, and the redfluorescence emitted byNVs
embedded in the polycrystalline diamond is collected onto aCCD (not shown). NV electron spins aremanipulated viamicrowave-
frequency excitation applied from awire on the diamond surface (MW), and the staticmagnetic field is controlled along three
independent axes by electromagnets (EM). TheNV symmetry axis defines the z direction. (b)Bright-field image of PCD. (c)Wide-
field image under 532 nmexcitation. Brightfluorescence is seen on grain boundaries. Thewhite lines serve as guides to the eye,
outlining the crystal grains. (d)Confocal scan taken at 100×magnification of a single grain.Within the grain,NVdensity varies
depending on growth sector. (e) Image of a density transition; each spot corresponds to a singleNV. Color scale: relative intensity (arb.
units).
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NV μm–2 to densities approaching 1NV μm–2. This heterogeneity contrasts with the homogenousNV
distribution in single-crystal CVDdiamond.

We then investigatedNVproperties in the highmagnetic field regime. An externalmagnetic field of∼100G
was applied and theODMR spectrumofNVswithin thefield of view obtained under continuous-wave
microwave and optical excitation (figures 2(a) and (b)). The observed resonance frequencies correspond to
specific geometric classes ofNVs i{ }, eachwith a defined angle to the externalmagnetic field resulting in a
different resonance frequency D g Bi z igs bw m= + ( ). Interestingly, only three distinctNVorientations appear
in this region, rather than the four possible classes corresponding the four crystallographic (111) directions. In
figures 2(c) and (d), wemap the location ofNV geometric classes i 1, 2={ }by showingODMRat frequencies

iw . This shows spatial separation ofNV classes, likely by growth region as no intersecting grain boundary is
observed, with the lower region only containingNVs at a single frequency. This effect persists independent of the
direction of the applied permanentmagnetic field (supplementalmaterial), and across grains in the PCD.
Preferential orientation ofNVs through engineered growth has been theoretically predicted [16, 17] and
observed previously in single crystal diamondwith controlled growth along {110} [18, 19], {111} [20, 21] and
{113} [22]. These results indicate that preferential alignment occurs naturally in PCD, possibly due to
predominant {110} and {111} grain textures.

3. Strain imaging

Wenext turn to strainmapping of the PCDbywide-field continuous-waveODMR spectroscopy. These
measurementsmust be performed in the lowmagnetic field regimewhere B ;z ̂ to achieve this, we canceled
externalmagnetic fields using three-axis electromagnets. Figure 3(b) shows a representativeODMR spectrum.
Fromdouble-Lorentzian fits to these low-field spectra, taken in parallel across the field of viewwith a total
measurement time of 150 s, we extracted D zgs +( ) and ̂ , following equation (2), and converted them to
strain. The resulting strainmaps are shown infigures 3(c) and (d), respectively. Axial strain values relative to a
Dgs parameter of 2.87 GHz are shown. For non-axial strain, theminimumdetectable resonance splitting is set by
themagneticfield induced from theNV-site 14Nnuclear spin [3], allowing for absolute calibration of a zero
value. The possible presence ofmultipleNVorientations could lead to aworst-case underestimation of strain
through both the axial and non-axial parameters by a factor of two. Figure 3(c) indicates amaximal axial strain of
6× 10−4 at the grain boundarywhich relaxes towards the center of the grain, whilefigure 3(d) indicates a

Figure 2. (a)Wide-field fluorescence image ofNVs in polycrystalline diamond. Eachfluorescent spot corresponds to a singleNV, and
the background corresponds tomany out-of-focusNVs. Bright grain boundaries are visible on the edges of the image. (b)ODMR
spectrum averaged over the field of view. Dimming corresponds to driving between thems=0 andms=−1 spin sublevels of
different geometric classes ofNVs. (c) and (d)ODMRcontrast images corresponding to the resonancemarkedwith the green (red)
arrow in b. The geometric classes of NVs is spatially distinct.
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maximumnon-axial strain of 1.8× 10−4. These strains relax to theirminimumvalue over a distance of 24 mm
from the grain boundary, setting a relevant length scale of the use of PCD in device design.

The sensitivity of this technique can be characterized by the 68%confidence interval on thefitted resonance
frequencies, which corresponds to themeasurement standard deviation and depends primarily on the detected
photon rate. Due to the non-uniform illumination across the field of view aswell as backgroundfluorescence
near grain boundaries, the sensitivity varies spatially. Themean 68% confidence interval on the two resonance
frequencies for each 320×320 nm2 pixel in thefield of view is displayed infigure 4.We achieve amedian per-
pixel ODMR spectral resolution of 245 kHz, resulting in an axial strainmeasurement precision of 2.7 10 5´ -

(nonaxial 1.2 10 5´ - ) and a corresponding sensitivity of 3.21 10 4´ - Hz–1/2 (non-axial 1.5 10 4´ - Hz–1/2) for
a 150 secondmeasurement. To characterize a best-case sensitivity without the sample-specific background near
the grain boundaries, we focus on the high-SNR regions corresponding to in-focus individual NVs at the center
of the field of view. In these regions, we achieve 68%confidence intervals of 79 kHz, corresponding to a
measurement precision of 8.2 10 6´ - (non-axial 3.8 10 6´ - ) and sensitivity of 1.02 10 4´ - Hz–1/2 (non-axial
4.7 10 5´ - Hz–1/2).

Figure 3. (a)Wide-field fluorescence image ofNVs in polycrystalline diamond. A grain boundary is visible in the upper-right corner
indicated by the black dashed line. (b) Low-fieldODMR spectra corresponding to the locations indicated in a. The differences in z
and ̂ are indicated. (c) and (d) strainmaps. Axial and non-axial strains both increase near the grain boundary. The data are binned in
a 4×4 pixel (∼320 nm) region and smoothed over single-pixel nearest neighbors.

Figure 4. (a)Histogramof the 68% confidence interval on the fitted resonance frequencies for each pixel of the strain image shown in
themain text figure 3. (b) Spatial distribution of resonance fitting confidence intervals.
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Using this lowmagnetic fieldODMR technique, we performedwide-field strain imaging in three-
dimensions across several crystal grains. These studies again reveal a strong strain gradient near grain
boundaries. In the grain shown infigures 3(a)–(c), theDgs parameter corresponding to axial strain is lower near
the boundary than in the center of the grain. This corresponds to tensile rather than compressive strain, while
the reverse is true for the grain shown infigures 3(c) and (d). The non-axial strain at the center of thefield of view
is reducedwith increased depth into the diamond, from amaximal value 1 10 4> ´ - near the surface to

5 10 5< ´ - at a depth of 3μm.As visible in thefluorescence profile (figure 5(a)), the location and angle of the
grain boundary varies with depth into the diamond, which is in turn reflected by rotation in the axial strain
profile (figures 5(b) and (c)). Here the strain is observed to relaxwithin 10 mm from the grain boundary. Further
strain images, including extreme strain gradients and comparisons to reference single-crystal diamonds, are
included in the supplementalmaterial. Thesemaps demonstrate the power of this technique for imaging crystal
strainwith high precision in three-dimensions.

4.Discussion

Our studies reveal advantages and disadvantages of PCD forNV-based applications. The observation of
preferential NV alignment within PCDgrains, in combinationwith consistently highNV spin coherence times
similar to single-crystal samples, can greatly improve the signal-to-noise ofNV sensing applications (i.e a
fourfold improvement inODMRcontrast) [18]; the large areas available for PCDdiamond add to the usefulness
inwide-field sensing applications, for example in biology [23]. Strong strain gradients could also allow for sub-
diffraction resolution of individual NVs usingODMR [11]. In photonic devices, well-defined angular alignment
ofNVs can improveNV-dipole coupling to opticalmodes. PCD enables the production of wafer-scale photonic
circuits in diamond, but roughness and scattering from grain boundaries have limited device performance
compared to single-crystal diamond [24]. Large grains with low intra-grain roughness, such as those present in
the sample characterized in this work,may reduce loss while still providing large-area substrates.Wide-field pre-
characterization of the PCD could also allow for identification of and design compensation for grain boundaries.

PCD could also serve as a natural environment for studying correlations between crystal strain and the spin
and optical properties of embedded emitters. For example, high strain could break the orbital degeneracy of the
SiV [25], changing spin and orbital coherence properties, or strain gradients could be employed to tune relative
NV sensitivity to electric andmagnetic fields [26]. PCDprovides a substrate that is ultra-pure and enables long
spin coherence times, in contrast to other highly strained hostmaterials such as nanodiamond. The strain in
PCDcan be very large; the observedNVground state spin strain shifts of over 8MHz in the axial direction are
higher than those reported in cantilever-based experiments [14, 15] andwould require pressures in the tens of
GPa to produce externally.

5. Conclusion and outlook

TheNV-based strain imaging technique introduced in this work reaches the optical diffraction limit and a high
sensitivity of 10−5Hz 1 2- (<10MPa), which outperformsmore traditional strain imaging techniques such as
Raman imaging [12] that are limited to absolute sensitivities>10MPa in addition to being orders ofmagnitude
slower [27]. Through sectional imaging, this 3D imaging technique also offers an advantage over birefringence

Figure 5.Three-dimensional strain imaging. (a) Fluorescence (b)non-axial strain and (c) axial strain. The vertical images are offset by
1μm,with the top image on the surface of the diamond. The black line indicates the location of the grain boundary, and the spatial
units aremicrons.
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[28, 29] or x-ray topography [30] strain imagingmethods, which imagewhole-sample and near-surface strains,
respectively. Although limited to diamond and othermaterials with optically accessible, strain-sensitive spin
defects (e.g. silicon carbide [31]), this technique has potential for precisely characterizing internal strains, such as
those induced by geological formation [32] or in strain-engineered devices, as well as formapping externally
applied strains.More advanced dynamical-decoupling sequences can increase axial strain sensitivity [33, 34],
which in turn could enable sub-diffraction strain imaging by resolvingNVs in the spectral domain.While this
work images individual NVs, higher-NV-density samples would increase sensitivity [35], potentially enabling
the imaging of few-site dislocations in single-crystal diamond or increasing thefield of view. By imagingNVs in
different independent orientations, this technique additionally could provide full vector reconstruction of the
local strain. Since theNV is a truly nanoscale sensor, operable over awide range of temperatures [36] and
pressures [5], thismethod can be used to performultra-high resolution strainmappings dynamically in
previously unexplored regimes.
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